System Requirement Engineer

Your tasks

Within Architecture and Networking, we provide systems, software, services and complete end-to-end solutions for networked mobility in the vehicle and beyond. We develop our innovative solutions along our strategy “Connect.Inform.Integrate.” We provide technologies to connect vehicles with the cloud, other vehicles or road users and the infrastructure. From products to services, we protect the connected vehicle by advanced Cyber Security solutions, and we offer solutions for intelligent fleet management.

System engineering is more than one discipline! It involves understanding how systems fit into larger context, how they interact with other components, how they behave, how to manage them, and, based on that, defining system specifications.

System engineering combines Software, Hardware, Testing and Mechanical design engineering at different levels. If you want to develop state-of-the-art products together with a motivated and experienced team, join our System engineering team! As future development steps we can offer expert career in: system architecture, automotive functional safety management or automotive security management roles.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS ENGINEER FOR THE FOLLOWING TASKS:

- Development of UWB features for access systems
- Definition and maintenance of system requirements based on customer requirements analysis and elicitation;
- Clarification of system and subsystem component specifications for the ECUs;
- Evaluations and estimations of technical solutions;
- Being the link between customer and product development team in technical topics;

Your profile

- Technical university degree in a relevant field (e.g. Telecommunication, Electronics, Computer Science, etc.);
- Previous hands-on experience with Embedded HW and/or SW development and/or system testing;
- Proactive communication and technical discussion on existing issues or errors with customers;
- Fluent in English

Job ID
REF47420B

Location
Novi Sad

Leadership level
Leading Self

Job flexibility
Hybrid Job

Legal Entity
Continental Automotive d.o.o.
Novi Sad
WOULD BE A PLUS

- General automotive knowledge and knowledge of communication protocols in automotive (CAN, LIN...);
- Experience with requirement engineering and relevant tools (DOORS, Cameo...);
- Knowledge of car architecture.
- Knowledge of Ultra-wideband technology.

Our offer

- A dynamic team in a globally active organization
- Competitive pay and a comprehensive benefit package
- Professional development opportunities
- Flexible working hours and mobile work
- Private health Insurance
- Flexible benefits program
- Service Award

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.